News
Let’s Food Cities

LETTER #1 - DEC.18
The Let's Food Cities Project encourage city-to-city cooperation to foster
the transition towards nutritious and sustainable food for all

TEL AVIV - 3/4/5 September: Présentation of the « Let’s
Food Cities » project at the IV Mayors Summit of the Milan
Urban Food Policy Pact >> Learn more

NANTES - 4/5/6 October Let’s Food talk on the
opening night of the Nantes Food Forum,
International Forum on sustainable food
>> Learn more

PARIS - September 21: Farewell of the Let’s Food
Cities Project (beginning of the world tour) with all the
partners and volunteers ! << Learn more

BORDEAUX - GRENOBLE - October:
Training for students on sustainable food at Bordeaux
Sciences Agro and Sciences po Grenoble
<< Learn more

Step #1

Guanajuato, Mexico
22 OCT -15 DEC. 18
Objectives of the mission
Food related topics are essential today to foster the ecological transition of cities while
maintaining the quality of life of their inhabitants. Therefore, the objectives of each
mission are ambitious and multiple:

#1
#2
#3
#4

Assess the food system from production to consumption through distribution,
processing, but also waste management and food governance in the light of the
requirements of sustainable development : protected ecosystem and biodiversity,
fair economy and access for all to a healthy diet (Diagnosis and film)
Propose adapted solutions to local issues, getting inspired by successful French
initiatives (Solutions Booklet)
Mobilize the actors of the territory around sustainable food and create the necessary
meeting opportunity for the emergence of new projects. (Workshop of co-building
solutions, restitution event, market of positive initiatives).
Engage policymakers through the signing of the Milan Urban Food Policy Pact
(Restitution event with local authorities)

State of Guanajuato
5,8 million inhabitants
« mountainous
place
of the frogs »
in purepecha

Involvement of local actors
The establishment of a sustainable territorial food system requires
the mobilization of a great diversity of actors who must now act in
co-responsability.

>> UNIVERSITY OF GUANAJUATO
In each city we associate local universities. An agreement was signed with the
University of Guanajuato, 15 students worked on our assessment
methodology and we presented to more than 200 students our vision of
sustainable territorialized food systems and some examples of French
initiatives. The University has also facilitated many visits to farms, processing
units, etc.

>> LOCAL INITIATIVES AND CITIZENS
We have then chosen to associate associations and citizens twice through a
workshop co-organized with Make Sense to identify projects around
sustainable food in the city and then at the final event, organizing a local
initiatives market to encourage all consumers of Guanajuato to adopt more
sustainable practices.

>> FOOD SYSTEM STAKEHOLDERS
We conducted 40 filmed interviews to illustrate the food system as a whole
(producers, cheese makers, nutritionists, consumer groups, training centers,
restaurants, associations, grocery stores, wholesale markets, academics, etc..).
All of them gathered at a co-construction workshop to share the diagnosis of
the territory and think together about collective actions to implement.

>> LOCAL AUTHORITIES
Local authorities have the skills to ensure sustainable food for their people.
We have associated the different departments of the Municipality and State of
Guanajuato to the project. As part of the cooperation agreement between
Bordeaux and Guanajuato, Morgane Scouarnec, food governance project
manager in Bordeaux Metropole came to present the Food Policy Council,
which inspired the Guanajuato institutions. Multi-stakeholder workshops
should continue in the next months !

Our main achievements

A great diversity of actors in the food system was
curious and interested in our project and
accepted our interview request. The exchanges
were of a high quality and many are the actors
who mobilized thereafter for the workshops and
the final event. A beautiful collective dynamic has
been initiated !
The signing of the Milan Pact is underway for the
Municipio and the State of Guanajuato !
In addition, different projects have emerged from
co-building workshops:

-

linking urban producers and restaurants for
the production and distribution of compost
and the supply of organic and local
vegetables
- expanding an existing sustainable agriculture
training center to other municipalities
- introducing a healthy and sustainable meal
an nutrition awareness classes in some
schools
The workshops should continue thanks to
Valentine Delome, on-site project manager in
charge of the cooperation between Bordeaux
Métropole and the State of Guanajuato !

>> Find here THE VIDEO
>> Find here THE PHOTOS ALBUM
>> Find here THE BLOG

Good News

Some inspiring initiatives
Biodiversity and ancestral knowledge
Preserve the agricultural heritage

Sustainable agriculture training Center
Training producers in agro ecological techniques !
The Sustainable Agriculture Training Center provides farmers and
youth in rural communities with training on integrated pest
management techniques, permaculture and organic farming to
change farming practices while maintaining a viable farm producing
quality food for farmers.

>>> Find the video here !

Vía organica

Via organica : farm, shop, restaurant

Somos semilla

Through its farm, its restaurant, its store, its processing unit
and its urban garden, Via Organica acts at all stages of the
food chain in order to sensitize the consumer, to propose an
organic and local food offer and to diffuse sustainable
production techniques to local producers.

Preserve local seeds
Somos Semilla is a seed library located in San Miguel de Allende, it
offers local and organic seeds to producers in order to preserve
ancestral knowledge and territorial resilience by preserving a
necessary biodiversity. Producers must select the best seeds and
renew the library for the following users.

>>> Find the video here !

Find the video here ! <<<

Food bank of Guanajuato
>>> Find here the recipe book of the Food Bank and the video

Mexican recipe #1 !
Ingredients

PIMIENTOS RELLENOS
Process
> Chop the onion and garlic in small squares
> Grate the carrot
> Put to heat the oil in a pan. Once it is hot, add the onion and garlic. When they are
brown, add the carrot and fry for 2-3 minutes. After this, add the meat.
> Season and confine for a few minutes, put the crushed tomato, mix and leave a
few more minutes.
> Wash the peppers, cut to top part, remove all the seeds and white edges with a
spoon
> Fill the peppers with the preparation and take it to the medium oven for 20
minutes. After this time, remove it from the oven and put the grated cheese
> Reheat for another 10 minutes.. When the cheese is completely melted, your
stuffed peppers will be ready.

-

6 red peppers
1/2 of ground beef
1 cup chopped tomato
1 onion
1 carrot

- 2 cloves of garlic
- grated cheese
- Salt and pepper
- 2 soup spoon of oil

Mexican recipe #2 !
Ingredients
-

2 cups of beans
2 cups of bean broth
4 slices of bacon
1 clove of chopped
garlic

CREMA DE FRIJOL
-

1/2 diced onion
1 diced tomato
1/2 chopped serrano chile
1 sprig of chopped coriander
Grated cheese and cream
Sat and pepper

Process :
> Fry the bacon with the onion, add the garlic,
chili, tomato and coriander
> Let it brown, pour the above into the blender together with the beans
> Empty to the pan what you liquefied adding the bean broth
> Let boil a moment, add salt and pepper
> You can serve it with tortilla chips,
cheese and cream

Let’s Food stays connected to France !
Alice Deshons
Based in Montpellier, in civic
service for Let’s Food since
Septembre 2018 !
Curriculum of Political Sciences at
the Faculty of Law of Montpellier

Diagnoses of the food system of each of our 7 French cities
Alice’s first mission is to finalize the 7 French food system assessment that we started a year ago ! The first step of the
diagnosis’ methodology consists in a bibliographic collection of data on each local food system. It is now done for
Montpellier, Lyon, Grenoble, Paris and soon Marseille and Bordeaux ! These diagnoses will be sent to the food strategy
project manager of each city as well as all the University partners for feedbacks ! Alice will start in January 2019 a serie of
interviews with experts from 7 territories to assess with them the sustainability of the different stages of the food system and
thus complete the work !

Positive Initiatives Forum!
Alice is also in charge of mobilizing and coordinating the 200 volunteers and students involved in the Let’s Food Cities
project ! This year 2, the volunteers participate in the production of initiatives in our 7 French cities and 7 foreign cities ! The
opportunity for them to discover initiatives and contact professionals ! Alice transmits energy and methodology to the
volunteers and today 37 sheets have been completed and will soon be on the internet platform of the Initiatives Forum of
the Let’s Food Cities project ! In January, Alice will contact all partner universities to identify new volunteer students and
continue raising awareness on the issue of sustainable food !

Let’s Food attendance to past and future events
Alice is representing Let’s Food in France for this year 2 and we are delighted ! She participated in several events in 2018 :
- Food Democracy Seminar, INRA and Montpellier Management Institute Meetings « Food and territories : towards the
creation of plural value and new jobs ». Labo CIVAM, INRA, IRSTEA
- Colloquium « Cooperating in the sectors and territories for agriculture and sustainable food », UNESCO Chair
And other interventions to come in 2019 : at Sciences po Bordeaux on January 15th, at the 2nd Meeting of Sustainable
Food organized by the Daniel & Nina Carasso Foundation on January 29th or at the 1st Assises territorial of the agroecological transition and of sustainable food in Montpellier on 5 and 6 February 2019.
anna.faucher@letsfoodcities.org
louison.lancon@letsfoodcities.org
alice.deshons@letsfoodcities.org

www.letsfoodcities.com

